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Telesin backpack strap mount for sports cameras (GP-JFM-009)
Do you often record your hikes in the mountains? Are you looking for a gadget that will allow you to free your hands? With TELESIN it will
be possible! The backpack strap mount for sports cameras will allow you to record amazing shots easily and quickly. What's more, this
gadget ensures the stability of your recordings, and thanks to its well-thought-out design it is durable and reliable. You also don't have to
worry about dropping your camera, as the mount is equipped with a clip with a large number of teeth and a thicker spring design. With
TELESIN, you can record unforgettable shots of any expedition! 
 
Thoughtful design 
The TELESIN backpack strap mount has been designed with the utmost care. It stands out for its simple but unique design. This gadget
was made of high-quality materials that are pleasant to the touch, making its use more comfortable. Moreover, its clip is equipped with
more rows of teeth and a thicker spring design, so you don't have to worry about dropping your device. With TELESIN, you can traverse
the mountains the way you like best while creating amazing videos. 
 
Tailored to your needs
TELESIN  has  created  a  gadget  that  will  answer  the  needs  of  even  the  most  demanding.  The  mount  is  360°  adjustable,  so  a  camera
clipped to a backpack strap will  always stand straight.  Use a special  buckle to lock one position of the camera -  pull  it  down to freely
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adjust the position of your equipment. In addition, the strong mount guarantees stability and shock resistance. This mount has also been
equipped with high-powered magnets, so you can attach it to various metal surfaces. Create amazing content, thanks to TELESIN! 
 
Comfort of use 
TELESIN mount is also an unparalleled comfort of use. You can use them for various activities such as mountain climbing or hiking, for
example. All you have to do is attach it to the strap of your backpack! You do not have to worry about its installation - it is very simple
and you can do it in just 4 steps. What's more, this gadget also shows wide compatibility with many devices including cameras, sports
cameras or phones. With TELESIN, nothing will limit you!
 
Included 
backpack strap mount 
locking screw 
instruction manual 
	Producer 
	TELESIN
	Model
	GP-JFM-009
	Dimensions
	46,6 × 98 mm
	Material 
	316 stainless steel + PC + TPU + carbon steel 
	Weight 
	140 g
	Maximum load 
	250 g

Preço:

€ 19.00
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